
Outdated communication 
systems in a time-
sensitive industry led to 
missed calls, information 
delays, and difficulty 
handling high call 
volumes. 

CHALLENGE

net2phone’s business 
phone solution provided 
robust call management 
features, seamless 
communication, and 
scalability to tackle these 
challenges.

SOLUTION

Express Bail Bonds 
improved efficiency, 
customer service, saved 
costs, and expanded into 
new markets.

RESULTS

Client Profile
Express Bail Bonds is a reliable and reputable bail bond agency that has been serving clients across the United States for 
over twenty years. With multiple locations strategically positioned, the agency helps people navigate the legal system across 
various regions. The agency prioritizes client satisfaction and transparency throughout the bail bond process. An experienced 
team of professionals guides clients through the intricacies of legal procedures and offers personalized support. Committed to 
understanding each client’s unique situation, Express Bail Bonds ensures individuals understand their options and responsibilities..

Express Bail Bonds transforms its operations and communication capabilities 
with net2phone. 

CHALLENGE
The bail bond industry is highly time-sensitive. It relies on quick and effective communication between the agency, 
clients, legal professionals, and law enforcement. However, Express Bail Bonds was facing challenges with their existing 
communication system. They often missed calls, experienced delays in sharing information, and struggled to handle high 
call volumes during peak times. The agency recognized the need to upgrade its communication infrastructure. To improve 
communication and streamline processes, they sought a modern communication solution..

SOLUTION
Express Bail Bonds worked with John Bitmore of IWS TELECOM, an IT support and services business, who recommended 
net2phone, a leading business communication solutions provider.  Known for partnering with experts like John, net2phone offered 
Express Bail Bonds an advanced business phone solution that met their needs and addressed their challenges. 
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net2phone Implementation
Bringing in net2phone was crucial in transforming Express Bail Bonds. Leading this effort was net2phone’s onboarding 
team, who ensured a seamless transition. With the assistance of John Bitmore of IWS TELECOM, they implemented a 
comprehensive suite of solutions that addressed Express Bail Bonds’ many challenges.
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• Advanced VoIP Implementation: The onboarding team leveraged their 
deep understanding of VoIP technology to replace outdated analog lines. 
Transitioning to a modern VoIP infrastructure enabled Express Bail Bonds 
to effectively manage a larger call flow and ensure client calls reached the 
appropriate agents.

• Tailored Call Routing Strategies: Working alongside John Bitmore, the 
onboarding team developed sophisticated call routing strategies aligned 
with the agency’s needs. Calls were intelligently distributed based on 
location, agent expertise, and volume.

• Training and Support: John and the onboarding team provided 
comprehensive training and support to the agency’s staff during 
implementation. This guidance ensured a smooth transition and empowered 
the team to utilize the new system to its fullest potential..
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New Capabilities And Enhancements
Through the collaborative efforts of the net2phone onboarding team and IWS Telecom, Express Bail Bonds underwent a 
remarkable transformation.  Their communication infrastructure and operational efficiency were revitalized. net2phone’s 
innovative solutions resolved the agency’s challenges and positioned them for continued success.

Scalability: net2phone’s business phone solution allowed Express Bail Bonds to scale their communication 
infrastructure as they expanded their business. New locations could seamlessly integrate into the system, 
ensuring consistent service across all branches.
Call Management: The unified communication system provided call forwarding, routing, and queuing capabilities. 
The features ensured incoming calls were efficiently directed to the appropriate agents or departments, reducing 
wait times and missed calls.
Virtual Numbers: net2phone enabled Express Bail Bonds to obtain virtual phone numbers with area codes from 
various regions. The agency could create a local presence in different locations, building trust with clients and 
partners in those areas. 
Remote Access: By using the internet to make and receive calls, Express Bail Bonds agents could stay connected 
and productive while working remotely. Remote access was particularly beneficial during unforeseen events or 
emergencies.
Unified Communications: net2phone offered integrated communication tools such as instant messaging 
and video conferencing. The agency could communicate with clients and legal professionals through multiple 
channels.
Analytics and Reporting: The business phone system provided detailed call analytics and reporting.  Express 
Bail Bonds gained insights into call volumes, peak hours, and agent performance. This data helped them make 
informed decisions about staffing and resource allocation.
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Improvements Achieved
The implementation of net2phone’s business phone solution brought significant enhancements to Express Bail Bonds’ 
operations:

Conclusion
By leveraging net2phone’s modern business phone solution, Express Bail Bonds successfully modernized its communication 
infrastructure, enhancing customer service and operational efficiency.  They gained the flexibility to adapt to changing business 
needs, positioning them for sustained growth and success in the time-critical bond industry.

Enhanced Customer Service: The upgrades reduced call wait times and improved call routing, ensuring 
that clients’ inquiries were addressed promptly, leading to higher customer satisfaction.

Increased Efficiency: Streamlined communication resulted in faster information sharing between 
agents, clients, and legal professionals. Consequently, this led to speeding up bail processing times. 

Cost Savings: net2phone’s business phone solution reduced long-distance call expenses and 
maintenance costs associated with traditional phone systems.

Improved Accountability: Call analytics helped track agent performance and customer interactions, 
enhancing training and quality assurance.

Business Growth: Establishing a local presence through virtual numbers facilitated business expansion 
into new markets.
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